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H1 2022 Web3 Security Overview

In H1 2022, about 79 major security incidents were monitored in the Web3 space, and losses due to vari-

ous types of attacks reached $1,912.87 million.

Footprint Analytics - H� Total Losses Amount & Count

The following data provide an overview of the Web3 security space in the first half of the year.

Seven cross-chain bridge attacks occurred in H1 2022 resulting  in a total loss of $1,135.99 million.

About 53% of the attacks were contract vulnerability exploits.

Approximately 26.6% of the attacks involved flashloans.

Five security incidents with losses of over $100 million each occurred.

The overall DeFi market TVL fell by 71% from $276 billion at the beginning of January to $80 billion 

at the end of June.

Hackers laundered a total of $1,140.7 million through Tornado.cash.

About 71% of attacks occurred in the DeFi space.

In our Q1 and Q2 security reports,  we demonstrated and analyzed various dimensions of the overall situation 

of blockchain security, including total loss amounts, the types of projects attacked, loss amounts for each 

blockchain platform, hacking techniques,the flow of funds and project audits.

In this semi-annual report, we have extracted typical data on security events that occurred during the first 

half of the year and combined these with the Beosin security team's years of experience in auditing, fund 

tracking and research in the field to find the deeper meanings and stories behind these data.
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Data I.

In the first half of 2022, seven cross-chain bridge attacks occurred resulting in a total loss of approximately 

$1,135.99 million, accounting for 59% of total losses in the first half of the year. Why are hackers so attract-

ed to cross-chain bridges? Why is the amount lost through cross-chain bridge attacks so huge? How can 

the security of cross-chain bridges be ensured?

Seven cross-chain bridge attacks occurred in H1, 
in which a total of $1,135.99 million was lost

Footprint Analytics - H� Attacked Bridges by Loss Amount

Footprint Analytics - H� Attacked Bridges

1  What is a cross-chain bridge?

Many public chains have been developed since the invention of blockchain technology, and because the data 

of each of these public chains are independent, cross-chain bridges that allow users to send cryptocurren-

cies from one chain to another have emerged.
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Current types of cross-chain bridge2

Some bridges exist to transfer a specific cryptocurrency to another chain. Examples include wBTC (man-

aged by BitGo) and tBTC (managed by Keep Network), both of which allow users to transfer BTC from the 

Bitcoin blockchain to the Ethereum blockchain.

����������������������������������������

Some bridges allow users to move multiple tokens, but only between two chains. For example, the Rainbow 

Bridge can send ETH and multiple ERC-20 tokens from Ethereum to the NEAR protocol. Similarly, Gravity 

and ZeroSwap allow multi-asset transfers between the Ethereum and Cosmos blockchains and the Binance 

Smart Chain (BSC), respectively.

�������������������������������������������

Some cross-chain bridges enable users to connect one chain to multiple blockchains. One example is 

Wormhole, which connects assets from the Solana blockchain to the Ethereum, Fantom, Avalanche, Terra, 

and Polygon blockchains.

����������������������������������������������������

A typical example is Ren Bridge, which facilitates the movement of tokens between independent blockchains 

to improve interoperability.

������������������������������������
�	������������

Alice sends Token A to a specific address on the source chain (e.g., Ethereum) and pays the transaction fee.

Alice's Token A is locked in a smart contract by a trusted verifier or held by a trusted custodian.

The offline program receives the event triggered by Alice locking Token A on the source chain, and will then 

mint Token B, of equal value to Token A, on top of the target chain (e.g., Polygon).

How do cross-chain bridges work?3

Cross-chain bridges need to hold very large amounts of money to ensure that all senders are paid, so each 

attack causes the loss of a large amount of assets. In addition, hackers are more focused on cross-chain 

bridges because they hold more money.

Why is the amount lost in cross-chain bridge attacks so huge?4



The techniques and vulnerabilities involved in cross-chain bridge attacks over the last year can be divided 

into three main categories.

Which attack techniques are used?5

Contract vulnerability
(i) Jan 18, 2022 Multichain incident, $1.34 million lost.

The root cause was that the anySwapOutUnderlyingWithPermit function does not check the legitimacy of 

the token passed in by the user and does not consider that not all underlying tokens have a permit function 

implemented, resulting in unauthorized transfers out of the user's assets.

Multichain deposit flowchart

(ii)  Jan 27, 2022 Qubit Bridge event, $80,000,000 lost.

The main reason for this incident was that the deposit events of collateralized ETH and ERC-20 are the 

same, because the safeTransferFrom function does not fall back when the contemporary coin address is an 

EOA  (externally  owned  account),  e.g.  address(0),  in  the  deposit  function,  so  the  attacker  can  fake  the 

deposit event.

(iii)  Feb 3, 2022 Wormhole incident, $326 million lost.

The hackers exploited a signature validation vulnerability in the Wormhole contract, which allowed them to 

forge sysvar accounts to mint wETH.
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(iv) Feb 6, 2022 Meter.io incident, cumulative loss of $4.3 million.

By calling the deposit function to make "tokenAddress == _wtokenAddress", the attacker bypassed the pro-

cess of burning or locking tokens on the source chain, so the attacker did not have to transfer tokens to 

trigger the deposit event and could mint tokens.

Jul 10, 2021 Anyswap incident,$7.87 million lost.

The program uses the same ECDSA-signed r-value for offline program signatures. If the transactions 

signed for that same account have the same ECDSA-signed r-value, the hacker can reverse the derivation 

of the account's private key and thus steal the account's funds.

Jun 29, 2021 THORChain lost nearly $350,000 (first attack).

The attack occurred due to a logic flaw in THORChain's offline program code: when the cross-chain depos-

ited ERC20 tokens are symbolized as ETH, the offline program will identify the deposit tokens as real ETH 

and the fake ETH can then be successfully exchanged for other tokens.

Jul 16, 2021 THORChain lost nearly $8 million (second attack).

The attacker called the deposit method of the THORChain Router contract in the attack contract, passing 

an amount parameter of 0. The attacker then initiated a transaction that called the attack contract, setting 

the value of the transaction (msg.value) to a non-zero number. Due to a flaw in THORChain's offline pro-

gram, the amount value in the correct Deposit event was overwritten using the msg.value value in the trans-

action when obtaining the user's deposit amount.

Jul 23, 2021 THORChain lost nearly $8 million in (third attack).

The attack exploited a refund logic vulnerability in the offline program. The attacker first used the attack 

contract to trigger a deposit event, then constructed a random asset and amount while constructing a 

non-conforming memo that the THORChain offline program section could not handle, causing it to proceed 

to the refund logic according to the program’s design.

Private key compromise

Offline process defects

Mar 30, 2022  Ronin bridge lost $625 million.

Apr 11, 2022    Marvin Inu incident, $350,000 lost.

Jun 24, 2022   Harmony bridge lost $100 million.
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   Use offline servers for risk control: even if there is a problem with the cross-chain bridge, the project side 

can then discover the abnormal cross-chain behavior and carry out an emergency response in time. For 

example, the project side can count whether the funds on both sides of the cross-chain bridge are balanced 

in order to determine whether the cross-chain bridge is under attack.

   Bug bounties should be used, and security issues raised by white-hat hackers should be fixed promptly. 

Bounty programs are used to incentivize white-hat hackers to review code and disclose vulnerabilities 

before they are exploited by bad actors, thus preventing the loss of user funds.

   It is necessary to ensure that multiple offline signature servers can verify signatures, and to regularly check 

the security of offline signature servers or change signature addresses to prevent signature servers from 

being attacked.

   Contracts should be security-audited before the project goes live.

    Version updates require a re-evaluation of the relevant interfaces and signature security.

   Cross-chain signers need to be scrutinized to ensure that signatures are not controlled by malicious actors.

For projects
   Cross-chain projects that have been audited by several reputable security firms should be selected.

   Audit reports should be reviewed to determine whether the issues raised by the security company in the 

report have been properly addressed by the project owner.

Data II.

A total of 42 major attacks due to contract vulnerabilities were monitored in the first half of 2022, meaning 

that about 53% of all attacks being monitored in this sphere were contract vulnerability exploits. How 

extensive are the losses these vulnerabilities actually cause? Can they be detected in the audit phase? Is 

there a difference between the vulnerabilities that appear in the audits and those that are actually exploited 

by hackers?

53% of the attacks were contract vulnerability exploits

Here, we consider techniques that can be used to improve the security of cross-chain bridge projects from 

the perspectives of both projects and users.

How can the security of cross-chain bridges be guaranteed?6

For projects
   Understand as much as possible the risks associated with cross-chain projects and achieve secure devel-

opment.



Total losses due to contract vulnerabilities

In total, 42 major attacks due to contract vulnerabilities were monitored in the first half of 2022, with total 

losses reaching $64.04 million.

Of all the exploited vulnerabilities, improperly designed business logic or functions were exploited the most 

by hackers, followed by validation issues and reentrancy vulnerabilities.

Footprint Analytics - H� Loss Amount & Count by Contract Vulnerabilities

Which type of vulnerability has caused the highest loss in a single case?
The highest single loss resulted from a signature validation vulnerability. On February 3, 2022, the Solana 

cross-chain bridge project Wormhole was attacked resulting in cumulative losses of approximately $326 

million. Hackers exploited a signature validation vulnerability in the Wormhole contract which allowed them 

to forge sysvar accounts to mint wETH.

The second highest single loss was the result of a reentrancy vulnerability. On April 30, 2022, Fei Protocol's 

official Rari Fuse Pool suffered a flashloan-assisted reentrancy attack that caused a total loss of $80.34 

million.

What are the most common vulnerabilities in the audit process?
The most common vulnerabilities that appear in the audit process fall into four broad categories.

�������������������������������������
There are plenty of business contracts related to ERC721 and ERC1155 standards. In ERC721 and ERC1155,

there exist onERC721Received() or onERC1155Received() functions for transfer notification, similar to the 

Ethereum fallback() function, which will be triggered when minting or transferring tokens using _safeMint(),

_safeTransfer(),  or  safeTransferFrom()  in  the  relevant  business  contract.  If  malicious  code  is  included  in 

onERC721Received() or onERC1155Received() in the target contract of the transfer, a reentrancy attack may 

be  conducted.  In  addition,  some  relevant  business  functions  are  not  strictly  designed  according  to  the 

checks-effects-interactions model. Taken together, these two points lead to reentrancy attacks.
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�������������������������
The functions related to minting, setting contract special roles, and setting contract parameters not being 

authenticated, resulting in a third-party address that can also be called.

����������������������
The oracle may not use a time-weighted average price (TWAP). If no price oracle is used, and the ratio of 

the balance of the two tokens in the contract is used directly as the price, there may be exposure to price 

manipulation.

 ��������������������
1)  Missing special scenario considerations
During auditing, particular attention must be paid to special scenarios, such as when the transfer function 

is not designed to consider transferring tokens to itself.

2)  Inadequate design features: contracts for depositing fees that do not include a withdrawal function, or 

debit and credit contracts without a liquidation function.

Which vulnerabilities are actually exploited?

According to the security statistics monitored by Beosin EagleEye, almost all the vulnerabilities which 

appear in the audit process have been exploited by hackers in actual scenarios. Hackers have mainly 

focused on contract logic vulnerability.

Which vulnerabilities can be found during the audit phase?

Through Beosin-VaaS platform detection and manual detection along with audits by security experts, all the 

above vulnerabilities can be found during the audit stage. Security experts can then produce security 

assessments and recommend relevant fixes for customers.

Figure: A contract is scanned for reentrancy vulnerability using the VaaS tool
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Data III.

In H1 2022, the number of attacks using flashloans reached 21, or 26.6%, and involved total losses of 

$332.91 million. What is a flashloan? Which vulnerabilities are typically combined with flashloans when 

exploited by hackers? Are there any mechanisms to prevent flashloans?

The flashloan concept was first introduced in 2018 by the Marble Protocol, a self-described “smart contract 

bank” whose product is a very simple, but smart, DeFi innovation — a zero-risk loan performed through an 

intelligent contract.

A flashloan is a loan of the amount the borrower needs in a single transaction. However, at the end of the 

transaction, the borrower must repay no less than the amount of the loan. If the borrower fails to do so, the 

transaction is automatically rolled back as if the loan never happened at all. The three main features of a 

flashloan are:

1) It is an unsecured loan, which means that the borrower does not need to use any 

assets or deposits to obtain the loan (but a small fee will be charged). In addition, 

unlike traditional unsecured loans, there is no credit check process for flash loans.

2) All flashloans are performed through smart contracts on the blockchain, and if 

the borrower does not return the funds in a single blockchain transaction, the loan 

process is reversed as if it never happened. This key feature is why borrowers are 

able to get a flashloan without any collateral or credit checks, as it removes any 

risk to the lender.

3) The lending process is instantaneous, meaning that the borrower, after borrow-

ing, must invoke other smart contracts to try to execute almost instantaneous 

transactions using the funds, and then return the funds before the end of a single 

block of transactions.
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About 26.6% of the attacks involved flashloans

What is a flashloan?1

Flashloans per se are not attacks, but there is a risk that someone with malicious intentions may use them 

to leverage huge amounts of money at a very low cost in order to manipulate prices or arbitrage between 

multiple protocols.

Flashloans have occurred in 21 attacks so far this year, accounting for 26.6% of monitored attacks and 

involving total losses of $332.91 million. These combinations have mainly involved flashloans plus gover-

nance attacks, flashloans plus price manipulation attacks and flashloans plus reentrancy attacks.

Flashloans and blockchain security2
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The attack process was roughly as follows.

Preparation phase.

����������������������������������������������������������������
�����
�	����������������������������������������
�����������
����������������������������������������������������������������
�������������������������������������������
�������
���������������
���������������������������������

�����������������������������	���������� �����������������������
������������������������������������	���������� ��������
�����������������������������������������������������

Attack phase.

a) ������������������������������������������������
����������������������	���������
��������������������

b) ��������������������������������� ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
� �����������������������������������������������������������������  �������������������������������

c)���������������������������������������
���������������������������������������������
����������������������������������
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
������������������������������������������������

d) ����������������������������������������
������
��������������������������������������������������������������	������
���������������������������������������������������

1) On April 17, 2022, the algorithmic stablecoin project Beanstalk Farms was attacked by flashloans plus 

a governance attack, with hackers gaining $76 million and the protocol losing $182 million.

Footprint Analytics - H� Flashloan Attacked by Month Footprint Analytics - H� Flashloan Attacked by Chain

https://www.footprint.network/chart/H1-Flashloan-Attacked-by-Month-fp-26560?channel=Beosin
https://www.footprint.network/chart/H1-Flashloan-Attacked-by-Chain-fp-26561?channel=Beosin
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The attack process was roughly as follows.

a) ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������

b) ����������������������������������������������������� ����������������������������������������������������������������
�������

c) ����������������������������������������������������������������������������� �������������������������������������
���������� ���������������������������������������������������������������������
�����������������������������������������
���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
�����������������������������������
������������������������������������������������
������������������������������

d)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
�������������������������
�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
�������������
����������������������������������������������������������� ����������������������������������	��������������
�����������������������������������������������������
�����������
����������������������������

e)���������������������������� ��� ������������������������������� �������������
���������������

2) On April 28, 2022, DEUS Finance, a multi-chain derivatives platform, suffered a flashloan plus price 

manipulation attack that resulted in approximately $15.7 million in losses.

The attack process was roughly as follows.

a) ���������������������� �����������������������������������������������

b)  ������������������������������������������������������� ���������������������������������������������������

c) ������������������������������������������������������ ���������������������������	�����������

d) �������������������	����������������������������������������������������������������������������
������������������������
�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� ��� ��������������������������������
�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������	����������������������������������
������������������������������������������������������	 ����������

e) ����������������������������������������������������������������

f) ������
�������������������������������������������������������������������������
���������������������������������������������
�������������������

3) On April 30, 2022, Fei Protocol's official Rari Fuse Pool suffered a flashloan plus reentrancy attack 

with hackers making a profit of 28,380 ETH, worth about $80 million.
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Flashloan attacks are frequent, so how should program owners prevent or mitigate them? We offer a few 

possible suggestions here.

Require a key transaction to span two blocks

If a capital-intensive transaction needs to span at least two blocks and the user needs to withdraw the loan 

in at least two block time periods, then the flashloan attack will fail. However, to achieve this effect, the user 

value must be locked between the two blocks to prevent them from repaying the loan.

Time Weighted Average Pricing (TWAP)

In the case of price manipulation, it is recommended that time-weighted average price (TWAP) is used to 

calculate the price in the liquidity pool across multiple blocks. This is because the entire sequence of attack 

transactions needs to be processed within the same block, but TWAP cannot be manipulated without ma-

nipulating the entire blockchain, thus allowing the transient price anomalies caused by flashloans to be 

avoided.

Higher frequency of price update mechanisms

Much as in the price manipulation case, the frequency with which the liquidity pool queries and updates 

prices to the oracle can be appropriately increased; as the number of updates increases, the prices of the 

tokens in the pool will update faster and invalidate the price manipulation.

Stricter governance logic

Many aspects of the rigor of governance logic should be considered to avoid logical vulnerabilities like those 

which affected Beanstalk Farms. Even a tiny vulnerability may be infinitely enlarged through flashloans and 

ultimately cause huge losses.

Ensure security when designing and implementing business logic

The project devs should fully consider the integrity and security of the business logic and pay attention to 

extreme cases. If necessary, seek a professional auditing company to prevent any potential risks.

Beosin has audited over 2,000 smart contracts worldwide, and can provide professional security audit ser-

vice for smart contracts of multiple blockchain platforms based on formal verification technology. Through 

comprehensive verification on traditional vulnerabilities and business logic correctness, Beosin is able to 

ensure the consistency between code and business logic.

How to mitigate flashloan attacks3
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The above suggestions can mitigate flashloan attacks to some extent, but some of the solutions involve 

complicated processes and are too costly to implement in real projects. It is thus especially important for 

us to be able to monitor flashloan attacks in a timely and accurate manner without being able to completely 

solve them.

Beosin EagleEye can monitor risky transactions such as flashloans, large outflows, privileged operations and 

exploiters moving assets. Real-time alerts will be sent for any crypto addresses that are monitored.

Monitoring flashloan attacks4

Beosin EagleEye

https://eagleeye.beosin.com/


Data IV.

In the first half of 2022, five security incidents resulted in the loss of more than $100 million each:

The total losses from these five hacking incidents alone amounted to $1.346 billion, or 70% of the total 

amount lost in the first half of 2022.

In the Q2 quarterly report, we saw a number of projects whose TVL went straight to zero after the attack 

and were not subsequently restarted. What happened to all these projects that lost over $100 million after 

the attacks?

Ronin:    $625 million
Wormhole:  $326 million

Elrond:   $113 million
Harmony:   $100 million

Beanstalk Farms:  $182 million
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Five security incidents with losses of over $100 million each in H1 2022

Ronin: $625 million in losses, all assets transferred to Tornado.cash

On March 29, Axie Infinity's Ethereum sidechain, Ronin Network, was hacked and lost approximately $625 

million. The Ronin sidechain consists of nine validators, and five validators are required to confirm deposits 

or withdrawals. The attackers managed to take control of four Ronin validators from Sky Mavis and a 

third-party validator run by Axie DAO.

After the attack, the Ronin attackers trans-

ferred some of the stolen funds to Huobi, FTX, 

Binance, Crypto.com and other exchanges, but 

all the major exchanges claimed on Twitter that 

they would do their best to help recover the 

stolen funds.

The attackers then dispersed the stolen assets 

to multiple addresses and laundered them in 

batches through Tornado.cash. On May 20, the 

Ronin attackers transferred the last batch of 

the stolen funds to Tornado.cash and all asset 

laundering was complete. At this point the unit 

price of ETH had dropped from $3,330 to 

approximately $2,000, and the hackers actually 

profited by $160 million less than they had at 

the time of the attack.

On June 28, Ronin announced the
reopening of the bridge on Twitter.
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Harmony: 42,000 ETH transferred to Tornado.cash

On June 24, the Harmony cross-chain bridge, Horizon Bridge, was attacked with over $100 million in losses.

On June 26, Harmony's founder said that Horizon was not attacked because of a smart contract vulnerabili-

ty, but because of a compromised private key. Funds were stolen from the Ethereum side of the cross-chain 

bridge. Although Harmony stored the private keys in an encrypted state, the attackers decrypted some of 

them and signed some unauthorized transactions.

Harmony has said it has begun a global hunt for the hackers in conjunction with law enforcement and all 

trading platforms. At the same time, Harmony has also increased the bounty set on the hacker from an initial 

$1 million to $10 million. However, the hackers were still able to launder the stolen money through Tornado.-

cash.

As of June 30, the hackers had transferred about 42,000 ETH (worth about $46.2 million) to Tornado Cash.

Wormhole

Wormhole was hacked on February 3, and Wormhole officials 

confirmed that 120,000 ETH were lost in the attack.

Subsequently, the cross-chain protocol Wormhole announced 

that it had restored its cross-chain bridge funding and had 

gone back online. Crypto investment fund Jump Crypto 

announced on February 4 that it had invested 120,000 ETH to 

cover the loss of the stolen cross-chain bridge Wormhole and 

to support Wormhole's continued growth.

As of June 30, the hacker address 0x629e...b71A is still holding 93,750.97 ETH that has not been transferred 

out.

On July 27, Harmony released a proposal to compen-

sate for the theft of the cross-chain bridge Horizon. 

The proposal will hard fork the Harmony blockchain, 

increase the supply of ONE, and compensate users 

affected by the theft of Horizon in the form of ONE 

Token for three years, with Token allocation to be 

performed on a monthly basis.
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Beanstalk Farms: All stolen funds went into Tornado Cash

On April 17, the decentralized stablecoin protocol Beanstalk Farms was attacked using a flashloan, which 

resulted in a loss of $182 million for the protocol and a profit of about $80 million for the attackers. The 

attackers transferred the entire $80 million gained to Tornado.cash soon after the attack.

On April 19, officials tweeted that a 10% whitehat bounty would be offered to hackers if they could return 

90% of the stolen funds.

Elrond: Almost all stolen funds have been recovered

On June 7, Elrond network was hacked and more than $1.65 million EGLD was stolen, worth over $113 million 

USD.

On June 8, Elrond founder and CEO Beniamin Mincu tweeted that the previous bug in Elrond's eco-DEX 

project Maiar had been resolved and that almost all of the stolen funds had been recovered. Any remaining 

funds missing due to the known bug will be fully covered by the Elrond Foundation.

Later, Beniamin Mincu tweeted that Maiar DEX had 

been fully restored and that both the DEX and the API 

were back online.

On June 2, Beanstalk Farms, a decentralized stablecoin 

protocol, launched a fundraising campaign called “The Barn 

Raise” which aimed to restore the $77 million in liquidity lost 

due to the governance breach. 



Data V.

The entire DeFi TVL fell from $279.8 billion at the beginning of January to $82.4 billion at the end of June, 
a six-month decline of 70.5%. From May 5 to May 13 alone, the TVL has seen a 44.5% drop in just a few 
days.

Taking a comprehensive view of the amount lost from attack activity and the number of attacks, March and 
April were the months with the highest level of hacker activity, and likewise the TVL for March and April was 
at a relatively high point over the six-month period. The TVL plummeted in May, and the frequency of hacker 
attacks and the amount of money stolen decreased dramatically with it. The TVL continued to decrease in 
June, and hacker activity increased compared to May, but was still low compared to March and April.

While the January TVL was at its highest level in six months, hacking activity was relatively low. By compar-
ing data from January 2022 with data from January 2021, we found that losses due to hacking activity in 
January 2021 were approximately $250,000, which was also at a relatively low level for that year. Therefore, 
the reason for the lower hacking activity in January 2022 was perhaps because January is traditionally a 
slow month for hacking activity.

Off-season factors aside, there is a correlation between hacking incidents and market trends. Increased 
money on the chain will attract more hackers.

The entire DeFi TVL fell 70.5% from $279.8 billion at the beginning of
January to $82.4 billion at the end of June

Footprint Analytics - H� DeFi TVL vs Loss Amount

Footprint Analytics - H� DeFi TVL vs Attacked Count
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https://www.footprint.network/chart/H1-DeFi-TVL-vs-Loss-Amount-fp-26568?channel=Beosin
https://www.footprint.network/chart/H1-DeFi-TVL-vs-Attacked-Count-fp-26625?channel=Beosin


In addition to DeFi, each major channel such as NFTs and GameFi also saw significant cycle fluctuations in 

the first half of the year. Among these channels, GameFi's market cap trend was roughly convergent with 

the cryptocurrency market cap trend (taking the example of BTC), both of which saw a relatively significant 

market cap shrinkage in May and June. NFT trading volume, on the other hand, reached its highest peak 

since the first half of the year in February, and then continued to decline until the end of the first half in a 

relatively depressed state.

Footprint Analytics - NFT Marketplace Trading Volume on Ethereum

Footprint Analytics - H� GameFi Token vs BTC MC
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https://www.footprint.network/chart/NFT-Marketplace-Trading-Volume-on-Ethereum-fp-26864
https://www.footprint.network/chart/H1-GameFi-Token-vs-BTC-MC-fp-26573?channel=Beosin


Why do hackers prefer Tornado.cash for money laundering?

Tornado.cash is a decentralized, non-custodial privacy solution for Ethereum and other smart contract 

enabled blockchains that is based on ZK-SNARK (Zero Knowledge Succinct Non-Interactive Knowledge 

Argument) technology. It can improve transaction privacy by breaking the on-chain connection between the 

source address (the depositor) and the target address (the withdrawer). Users of Tornado.cash who want to 

transfer an asset anonymously or mix coins first must first transfer the asset to Tornado.cash's smart con-

tract. Tornado.cash then gives the user a randomly generated key as a credential, which proves that they 

have executed the deposit without revealing the original address; when withdrawing the funds, the user only 

needs to submit the random key provided by the system before; while the user submits a new address, the 

smart contract will transfer the assets to the new address and complete the “coin mixing” of the assets, so 

that the transaction cannot be traced. This is the reason why most hackers choose Tornado.cash.

Are funds that have entered Tornado.cash irrecoverable?

While coin mixing technology enhances the anonymity and privacy of on-chain transactions, it has also been 

abused for crimes such as money laundering, where coin mixing technology makes it more difficult to track 

criminal assets on-chain. However, the process of money laundering by hackers using Tornado Cash also 

leaves some data traces. By aggregating the amounts of all addresses and amounts transferred to Tornado 

by hackers, aggregating the amounts of all destination addresses and amounts transferred from Tornado 

within a specified unit of time, and then correlating and matching the amount of coins being mixed with the 

amount of deposits and withdrawals, we can achieve the tracking of illegal funds by correlating the hacker's 

incoming address with the outgoing address.

Data VI.

In the first half of 2022, approximately $1,140.7 

million in stolen funds was transferred to Tor-

nado.cash by hackers, accounting for approxi-

mately 60% of the total amount lost. Approxi-

mately $635.36 million of the stolen funds were 

temporarily held at the hackers’ addresses. 

Statistics show that a total of approximately 

95,000 ETH (or around $2.34 billion) were 

deposited to Tornado Cash in H1 2022. If we 

consider all the rest users using it as a privacy 

tool, that means at least 48.7% of the funds 

into Tornado Cash are from hackers.  

Why do hackers prefer to use Tornado.cash for money laundering? Are stolen funds that enter Tornado.cash 

irrecoverable?
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A total of $1,140.7 million was laundered via Tornado.cash by hackers

Footprint Analytics - Fund Flow

https://www.footprint.network/chart/Fund-Flow-fp-26563?channel=Beosin


DeFi, or Decentralized Finance, are decentralized protocols for building an open financial system that estab-

lishes a peer-to-peer financial system with transparency, accessibility and inclusiveness, minimizing trust 

risk and making it easier and more convenient for participants to access financing.

The current DeFi ecosystem includes a variety of projects with various financial functions which dovetail with 

each other. Some large projects encompass most of the financial functions performed in the traditional 

financial sector, forming a large decentralized financial network. The DeFi ecosystem currently includes 

trading, lending, asset management, stablecoin, financial facility, insurance, derivatives and trading platform 

functions.

In the first half of 2022, there were 79 major security incidents across the blockchain ecosystem, of which 

a total of 56, or 71%, involved DeFi security; losses amounted to $550 million. Why is DeFi the focus of 

hacking attacks and what are the best security implementations for DeFi?

Data VII.

About 71% of attacks occurred in the DeFi space

What does the DeFi space include?1

According to the data gathered, there were 79 major security incidents across the blockchain ecosystem in 

the first half of 2022, of which a total of 56, or 71%, involved DeFi security; the loss amounted to $550 

million. In the Web3 world, DeFi has become the area hardest hit by hackers.

Why is DeFi the focus of hacking attacks?2

     

Footprint Analytics - Attacked Protocols By Category

Why has DeFi become the area hit hardest by hackers in the Web3  world?
  DeFi is highly active. As the hottest area of the blockchain ecosystem, DeFi has been in the spotlight since 

its inception. Because of this high activity, naturally more projects and users are involved, making it easier 

for hackers to target DeFi.
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https://www.footprint.network/chart/Attacked-Protocols-By-Category-fp-26765?channel=Beosin
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     A large volume of funds is involved in DeFi. Statistics show that as of June 30DeFi had a total TVL of 

$82.4 billion. Although the market capitalization of the crypto industry has shrunk so far this year and DeFi's 

TVL has also declined massively, DeFi still maintains a relatively huge amount of money against the back-

drop of the overall market capitalization decline of the crypto industry. Such a huge amount of money, how-

ever, undoubtedly attracts hackers.

    DeFi business logic is complex. Today, the DeFi ecosystem is getting larger and larger, and the complexity 

of the business performed within it is increasing. Because there is also a strong combinability between DeFi 

projects, this leads to circulation and asset sharing between different DeFi projects. As a result, the com-

plexity of DeFi business logic, combined with the combinations and interactions between DeFi projects, is 

likely to lead to security issues that can be seized upon by hackers.

Footprint Analytics - H� DeFi TVL vs Loss Amount

https://www.footprint.network/chart/H1-DeFi-TVL-vs-Loss-Amount-fp-26568?channel=Beosin
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      Many developers lack security awareness or underestimate the risk of vulnerabilities. The data shows that 

33 attacks targeted contract vulnerabilities in DeFi projects in H1 2022. Among these vulnerabilities, the 

most common were security issues triggered by code logic errors.

Footprint Analytics - Attacked DeFi by Contract Vulnerabilities by Chain

3  Implementing the best security measures in DeFi

Comprehensive external security audits, security compliant coding and simulation testing in a test network 

environment are the best ways to ensure the security of DeFi projects.

The  code  level  technical  specification  issues  mentioned  above  can  be  nipped  in  the  bud  if  a  third-party 

security audit is performed before the project goes live. With this in mind, many DeFi projects are beginning 

to recognize the importance of security audits and are choosing qualified security companies to perform 

them.

For the investors who are choosing a DeFi project to invest in, the trustworthiness of the project will natural-

ly increase if the project itself carries the “audited” label. After all, headline DeFi projects like Uniswap are 

not immune to hackers taking advantage of contract vulnerabilities to steal assets. Investors rely on the heat 

alone to make investment judgments, but when the bubble itself does not know the depth of the bubble, it 

is easy for this to lead to investment failure. One investor even said that whether a project had been security 

audited or not was the most important reference indicator he used when assessing the credibility and risks 

of a DeFi project.

Once the audit is complete, the next phase is to initiate local-scale testing of the real network. This is a 

great opportunity to identify all the bugs on the network and to invite enthusiastic community members and 

teams to participate in testing the smart contracts.

https://www.footprint.network/chart/Attacked-DeFi-by-Contract-Vulnerabilities-by-Chain-fp-26640


In the first half of 2022, a total of ten major security incidents were monitored in the NFT field with total 

losses of about $64.9 million. The main attacks involved contract vulnerability exploitation, private key com-

promise, phishing, etc. Discord phishing incidents were frequent in the first half of the year, with Discord 

servers being attacked almost every day and individual users suffering losses from clicking phishing links 

frequently.

Data VIII.

Ten major security incidents in the NFT space, with losses of
approximately $64.9 million; frequent NFT phishing incidents

Footprint Analytics - NFT Attacked by Hacking Techniques

Typical NFT security incidents in H1 2022

�����������
On March 3, 2022, the TreasureDAO trading platform was hacked, resulting in the theft of more than 100 

NFTs.
Root cause: Logic vulnerability

The  vulnerability  exists  in  the  TreasureMarketplaceBuyer  contract,  where  the  contract's  buyItem  function 

does  not  make  a  token  type  determination  after  passing  the  _quantity  parameter,  and  directly  multiplies 

_quantity with _pricePerItem to calculate totalPrice. This means that the safeTransferFrom function can call 

the buyItem function of the TreasureMarketplace contract to buy tokens when the ERC-20 token payment 

amount  is  only  0.  The  main  reason  for  this  security  incident  is  the  logic  confusion  caused  by  the  mix  of 

ERC-1155 tokens and ERC-721 tokens. ERC-721 tokens do not have a concept of quantity, but the contract 

uses quantity to calculate the token purchase price, and the final implementation of the token transfer is not 

logically separated.
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https://www.footprint.network/chart/NFT-Attacked-by-Hacking-techniques-fp-26576?channel=Beosin


On March 17, 2022, hackers acquired over 60,000 APE Coin airdrops through flashloans.
Root cause: Logic vulnerability

The vulnerability exists in the AirdropGrapesToken airdrop contract due to its use of alpha.balanceOf() and 

beta.balanceOf() to determine the caller's ownership of the BAYC/MAYC NFT. This approach only captures 

the transient state of the user's ownership of that NFT, but that transient state can be manipulated through 

a flashloan. An attacker can exploit this vulnerability to borrow BAYC NFTs with a flashloan and obtain the 

corresponding airdrop.
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On March 27, 2022, Revest Finance was hacked for $120,000.
Root cause: ERC-1155 reentrancy

The vulnerability exists in the Revest contract. When the user uses depositAdditionalToFNFT() to add FNFT 

to the collateral asset, the contract needs to burn the previous FNFT first, and then mint a new FNFT later. 

However, at the time of minting, since the min() function does not determine whether the FNFT to be minted 

already exists, the state variable fnftId is self-minted after the _mint() function. There is a hidden external 

call _doSafeTransferAcceptanceCheck() in _min(), as in ERC-1155, which causes a reentrancy vulnerability.

�������������

On April 21, 2022, the NBA NFT suffered from an exploit.
Root cause: signature impersonation and reuse

The vulnerability exists in The_Association_Sales contract. When a project uses signature verification to 

verify the whitelist, there are two main security risks: signature impersonation and signature reuse. The 

signature reuse problem is due to the project not storing the used signature in the contract, resulting in the 

attacker being able to repeatedly use the signature; the signature impersonation problem is due to the vData 

memory parameter information being included in the passing of the parameter without the msg.sender 

checksum, resulting in a risk of the signature being impersonated.

� �����

On April 23, 2022, $34 million was locked in Akutar contract due to a vulnerability.
Root cause: Logic vulnerability

This contract has two logic vulnerabilities. The first is that the refund function processRefunds uses the call 

function to perform refund operations and uses the refund result as a “require judgment” condition: if the 

attacker performs a malicious revert in fallback this will prevent the refund operation of the entire contract 

from continuing. The second vulnerability is the root cause of this incident, namely the existence of two 

judgment conditions in the refund function, because this does not take into account cases in which users 

can bid for multiple NFTs, meaning that the subsequent refund operation of the project can never be exe-

cuted.

������



On June 24, 2022, the NFT lending protocol XCarnival was attacked with the hackers profiting by approxi-

mately $3.8 million.
Root cause: Logic vulnerability

The vulnerability exists in the XNFT contract: the pledgeAndBorrow function in the contract does not check 

whether the xToken address passed by the attacker is an address in the project party's whitelist when 

pledging an NFT and does not check the status of the pledge record when borrowing, allowing the attacker 

to repeatedly borrow using an invalid pledge record.
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A number of security incidents related to NFT contracts occurred in the first half of the year, and the main 

reason for these incidents was the lack of comprehensive security audits. What are the most common 

vulnerabilities found during audits of NFT contracts?

While auditing NFT contracts, the Beosin audit team found that the main issues with the NFT contracts 

could be placed the following categories.

It is clear from the NFT contract security incidents that occurred in the first half of the year that the vulnera-

bilities that often occur during audits can also be exploited by hackers in practice. It is therefore vital to seek 

a professional security company to audit NFT contracts.

Lack of duplicate execution validation of signature data (e.g., missing user nonce), resulting in the pos-

sibility of reuse of the signature data when minting NFTs.

Unreasonable signature checks (e.g., cases where the signer is not checked for a zero address), result-

ing in minting by any user who passes the check.

����������������������������
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The ability of contract administrators to mint tokens in special ways (such as private placements) with-

out being limited by the total volume, resulting in higher actual volumes of NFTs than expected.

When auctioning NFTs, the winner may receive a transaction-ordering dependency attack that modifies 

the bid price, resulting in the winner of the auction gaining access to NFTs at a lower price.

�����������������������

When a contract uses the transfer notification function (onERC721Received function), the NFT contract 

actively sends a call to the target contract of the transfer, which may then lead to a reentrancy attack.

���������������������������������������

Users only need to approve a single token when staking or auctioning, but the contract requires _opera-

torApprovals approval, and once a user’s approval is successful there is a risk of NFT theft.

�����������������������������

The price of an NFT is dependent on the token holdings of a particular contract. This leads attackers to 

use flashloans to raise token prices, causing staked NFTs to be abnormally liquidated.

���������������������
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The importance of wallet security in the blockchain ecosystem is self-evident. A large number of individual 

user wallet assets have been stolen this year due to frequent phishing incidents a number of incidents relat-

ed to compromised private keys have also occurred this year, resulting in the theft of a large number of 

project assets. 
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Current phishing techniques typically compromise wallet security by tricking users into authorizing their wal-

lets in a variety of ways. The following are a few common phishing techniques. 

��������

This type of phishing site mainly uses fake airdrops and other 

means to lure users to visit phishing sites. After the user connects 

their wallet to the site, a button will appear with a message such as 

"CLAIM NOW" which lures the user into clicking it, and doing so will 

approve the address of the phishing website. The Beosin Alert 

anti-phishing extension has already identified thousands of mali-

cious websites.

�������������

This type of phishing website lures the user into clicking on the web link to the wallet, resulting in a fake web 

page popping up and prompting the user with information such as “MetaMask version needs to be updated.” 

If the user believes this message and enters their seed phrase, their private key will then be uploaded to the 

attacker's server and the wallet will be stolen.

������������������������������������������
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Users are usually lured into downloading a fake wallet app in one of three ways. The first involves purchasing 

advertising space in search engines to trick users into visiting the fake wallet website and downloading it. 

For example, on May 10, 2022, Sentinel founder Serpent posted that a phishing website had used a Google 

advertising vulnerability to disguise its URL as extremely similar to the URL of the official website, thus 

making users vulnerable to an attack. The second technique involves sending emails or other messages to 

victims to lure them into downloading fake wallets, and the third involves initially gaining victims' trust by 

means of social engineering, and then tricking them into downloading fake wallet apps. Almost all the cur-

rent mainstream wallets, such as imToken, MetaMask, etc., have been attacked using these three tech-

niques.

����������������

This type of phishing method focuses on the Discord server of the NFT project. The attacker obtains admin-

istrator privileges for the Discord server, and then publishes phishing links in the server to trick users into 

clicking on them, thus compromising their wallet. Alternatively, the attacker can directly obtain administrator 

privileges for the server and ask a user to authenticate by sharing their screen, thus stealing the user's 

private key and other information.


���������������

Various phishing sites have emerged since the recent explosion of NFT projects, and relying on users’ ability 

to identify phishing sites and techniques has proven to be insufficient. It is thus recommended that users 

add anti-phishing extensions to their browsers. These extensions can identify whether the sites the user is 

currently visiting are phishing, fraud or otherwise malicious sites. Beosin Alert is a good example of an 

anti-phishing extension.

	�����������������������

Currently, most websites do not support blind signatures for user security. However, if users do encounter 

blind signatures when visiting certain websites, they should refuse to sign. Users should confirm the con-

tents of a signature when signing a transaction, and should cross-verify multiple pieces of information 

before signing transactions in order to ensure that the website initiating the transaction is the real website.

�������������������������

In general, the homepages of official NFT websites provide links to the project’s official social media 

accounts, for example on Twitter or Discord. Currently, many NFT official websites do not directly provide 

a “mint” function, and a greater number of NFTs are being offered for sale on exchanges such as X2Y2 or 

Opensea. Users can visit these social media accounts to identify whether they are official. Usually, a direct 

search for the project name on Twitter will find the official account. If several accounts with the same name 

exist, then attention must be paid to filtering out the certified account. Of course, users also need to be wary 

of phishing accounts with large numbers of followers. It is best to cross-verify information to ensure that 

the user is visiting the official website.

�������������������������������

How can phishing be effectively prevented?
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Asset segregation can be used to limit risk during some potentially dangerous transactions. For example, 

users can divide wallets into two categories according to their use, with the first category being used for 

storing some large assets (which can be stored using cold wallets to improve security), and the second cat-

egory being used for asset transactions. When making dangerous transactions such as claiming airdrops, 

temporary wallets such as Burner Wallet can be used.
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Projects should use multi-signature addresses, which require the authorization of multiple private key hold-

ers to perform wallet transactions. In addition, the number of holders should be within a reasonable range, 

as security problems may be caused if there are too few holders.
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The project owner should conduct a comprehensive security assessment of the system to avoid private keys 

being compromised due to security problems on the server.

���������������

It is recommended that projects try to increase the number of nodes when designing validators. Projects 

should also try to use hardware wallets to protect their private keys.

������������������

Private key security

In H1 2022, many incidents involved projects’ private keys being compromised. The losses involved have 

been huge: for example, Harmony cross-chain bridge lost about $100 million in June due to their private key 

being compromised. Several recommendations related to securing private keys are listed below.



From the whole crypto market trend in the first half of the year, each major channel, such as DeFi, NFT and 

GameFi, has continued to go down. The DeFi TVL fell from $279.8 billion at the beginning of January to 

$82.4 billion at the end of June, down 70.5% in six months. The analysis found that the frequency of hack-

ing incidents showed some correlation with the market trend. Generally speaking, Increased money on the 

chain will attract more hackers. May and June saw a decrease in hacking incidents compared to previous 

months as TVL shrank significantly. 

There were seven cross-chain bridge attacks in the first half of the year, with a total loss of $1,135.99 mil-

lion. The attack techniques of cross-chain bridges are mainly contract vulnerability exploitation, private key 

compromise and off-chain flaws. For projects, security audits, off-chain risk control, regular checks of 

signature servers, strict scrutiny of signers, re-assessments after version updates, and bug bounty plans are 

all effective means of ensuring the safe operation of cross-chain bridge projects.

Among the attacks in H1 2022, about 53% of the attacks were contract vulnerability exploits. By compar-

ing actual exploited vulnerabilities with the vulnerabilities occurred in the audit process, it can be found that 

most of the vulnerabilities can be detected in the audit phase, such as logic and reentrancy vulnerabilities, 

etc. Beosin VaaS can perform automatic formal verification of code in the contract development phase, 

including coding specification detection, standard specification detection, function call detection and busi-

ness logic security detection. With tools coupled with manual inspection by audit experts, Beosin audit ser-

vice can provide comprehensive security assurance before a project goes live, greatly reducing the risk of 

being attacked.

There are also 26.6% of flashloan attacks that caused $332.91 million in losses. In addition to adopting 

measures such as time-weighted average pricing (TWAP), more frequent price update mechanisms, and 

stricter governance logic, there are other tools available to monitor flashloans in a timely manner. Beosin 

EagleEye can monitor risk transactions such as flashloan, large outflows, privileged operations and exploit-

ers moving assets. The project browser lists over 2,300 monitored projects with the project’s security audit 

results, risk transactions frequency and severity, decentralization, governance and transparency, and market 

volatility. Discover more at https://eagleeye.beosin.com.

In H1 2022, there were five security incidents with losses of over $100 million each, and the good news is 

that all five of the projects that were attacked issued remedies and went back online some time later. In past 

incidents, it was conversely that some small to medium sized projects would have struggled to restart after 

a major attack.

Approximately $1,140.7 million in stolen funds were transferred into Tornado Cash by hackers in H1 2022, 

representing around 60% of the total amount lost. While coin mixing technology enhances the anonymity 

and privacy of on-chain transactions, it has also been abused by hackers for crimes such as money launder-

ing. Beosin has had several successful experiences in past cases analyzing hacker data traces and recover-

ing assets into Tornado Cash. As of the time of the report, the U.S. Treasury Department has announced to 

sanction Tornado Cash. It can be predicted that more new types of money laundering methods are likely to 

emerge in the future, which are more difficult to track, and will further increase the difficulty of law enforce-

ment. In the future, Beosin will also actively research new money laundering methods to defend the security 

of the blockchain ecosystem.

H1 2022 Summary
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Beosin is a leading global Web 3.0 blockchain security company co-founded by several professors from 

world-renowned universities. We provide integrated blockchain security services and products to serve 1 

million+ users in the global blockchain ecosystem. 

Provide formal verification, static scanning and fuzzy testing to assess smart contract 

security. It can automatically detect vulnerabilities and precisely identify risky codes.
Beosin
VaaS

Identify suspicious transactions and risks, and provide workable recommendations by 

automatically assessing contract security status and monitoring real-time on-chain 

operations.

Beosin
 EagleEye

Provide capabilities to trace stolen assets and mixed coins; assess wallet addresses 

and transactions security; and monitor suspicious wallet addresses. The product can 

be used for performing KYT and AML compliance assessments. 

Beosin
 Trace

Include smart contract and blockchain platform audit to verify and identify any vulnerabilities in the code and 

provide detailed audit reports with improvement recommendations.

Blockchain Security Audit Service

Provide real-time alerts by conducting comprehensive analysis of transaction risks, large outflows, flash-

loans, ownership transfer, price drop and other types of threats.

Beosin Alert Service

Provide one-stop on-chain transaction and asset flow analysis with detailed investigation covering transac-

tion behavior analysis, asset flow tracing, address monitoring, forensics reports, etc.

Cryptocurrency Tracing Service

discord.com/invite/B4QJxhStV4

www.beosin.com

twitter.com/BeosinAlert twitter.com/Beosin_com

t.me/beosinContact @ beosin.com



Footprint Analytics is a tool to uncover and visualize data across the blockchain, including NFT and GameFi 

data. It currently collects, parses and cleans data from 17 chains and lets users build charts and dashboards 

without code using a drag-and-drop interface as well as with SQL or Python.
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Research Service and Tool

Weekly & monthly reports

Indicator alerts

Custom and on-demand research

Data API

A unified API allows you to pull detailed, 

historical and granular blockchain data

Footprint Analytics Widget

Show blockchain data on your site

Supports multiple templates

Supports custom configurations

Marketing Tool

Competitive analysis and tracking

Find and incentivize target users and track conversion

Discover user portrait

Social Media Sharing Tool

Build and share your profile

Whitelabel your charts and dashboards

Contact us
Footprint Website：https://www.footprint.network/

Discord：https://discord.gg/3HYaR6USM7

Twitter: https://twitter.com/Footprint_Data

Email: sales@footprint.network




